Incidence and ramifications of the oculocardiac reflex during the orbitozygomatic approach: a prospective assessment.
The oculocardiac reflex (OCR) is a sudden decrease in heart rate resulting from mechanical manipulation of the orbit, especially due to traction on the orbital contents. The purpose of this study was to determine the incidence and clinical ramifications of OCR elicitation by the orbitozygomatic (OZ) approach. Electrocardiographic strips were collected prospectively from 104 patients undergoing OZ approaches. Recording was started at the commencement of the craniotomy cuts and was stopped after completion of the OZ osteotomy. Each recording was divided into stage 1, which encompassed the time between the start of the craniotomy cuts to the commencement of the osteotomy cuts, and stage 2, which encompassed the time from commencement of osteotomy cuts until completion of all bone work and dural tacking Orbital manipulation occurred exclusively during stage 2. A decrease in heart rate of 10 bpm or more between stage 1 and stage 2 was recorded as an OCR event. In our 104 patients we detected OCR events 31.7% of the time. There was no significant difference in rate of OCR occurrence found in analysis of the covariates of hypertension, hyperlidemia, diabetes mellitus, hypothyroidism/hyperthyroidism, β-blocker use, calcium channel blocker use, or tobacco use. In each case, transient cessation of orbital manipulation was sufficient to normalize heart rate. No patients required anticholinergic intervention as a result of OCR, and there were no postoperative ramifications of the OCR. OCR occurs in nearly one-third of patients who undergo the OZ approach. However, simple cessation of orbital manipulation is sufficient to normalize the patient's heart rate. Rarely is medical management required or does there appear to be any significant postoperative ramifications.